**W** - long thin candles, 6 3/4" x 3/32", cup of hot water, scissors

*How to:* dip ends of candles in hot water until wax is soft, immediately press ends together.

**X** - black construction paper (fades easily), sheet of copy paper with X cut out of center, sheet of glass from picture frame, bright sunlight

*How to:* place black paper in brightly lit area by window, place sheet of copy paper with X cut out of center on top of black paper, lay glass over copy paper to keep papers from moving, leave for several days, sun will bleach out black paper in X shape... of course this is not an x-ray but it looks similar.

**Y** - dry florist foam sheet, serrated dinner knife to cut foam into Y shape, poster paints, sponge to sponge paint Y to look like stone, pulley, twine

**Z** - large parka/jacket zipper, needle and thread, several straight pins to hold zipper in place as you stitch zipper in Z shape.